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[image: Notre Dame senior Cassandra Bustillos sits across a table from Enrique Arista Salgado at the the library. There's a phone between them, recording their conversation.]



Research

Family buffers

Psychologist studies how siblings can bolster the mental health of immigrants

Read story 







[image: A boy and a teacher participate in a Global Center for the Development of the Whole Child program in India.]

Research

Using intervention science, Notre Dame researchers are creating proven pathways out of adversity for the world’s most vulnerable children








Research

Notre Dame professor Monisha Ghosh testifies at Senate hearing on ‘Spectrum and National Security’








Global

A fine balance: respecting human dignity while upholding accountability












[image: A student scooping water from small ditch of water surrounded by grasses] 

Research

The Opportunity of Inquiry

For scholars who share a common passion for inquiry because of what it can reveal about our world and ourselves, there is opportunity here.

Research at ND 








[image: A group of students singing while sunshine pours through the trees above them] 

Faith & Service

The Demands of Justice

Notre Dame is animated by a faith that inspires us to seek knowledge because of the powerful tool it can be to improve humankind.

Faith & Service at ND 








[image: A young man wearing a blue Notre Dame backback is looking down the length of the Great Wall of China] 

Global

The Connected World

Notre Dame seeks to be in the world, and to bring the world to Notre Dame, because inquiry and scholarly exchange are enriched by the pursuit of cultural fluency.

Global Scholarship at ND 








University News

Notre Dame At Work

View all news 



[image: Ada Limón, the U.S. Poet Laureate; Carmen Giménez, executive director and publisher of Graywolf Press; and poet and scholar heidi andrea restrepo rhodes]  Centers and Institutes
 Notre Dame to host US Poet Laureate Ada Limón and poets Carmen Giménez and heidi andrea restrepo rhodes


The University of Notre Dame’s Institute for Latino Studies (ILS) and Creative Writing Program will present a poetry reading and discussion on Wednesday (April 10) at 4:30 p.m. The event, which takes place in the Reyes Family Board Room in McKenna Hall, is free and open to the public.

Read Article 
 




[image: Father Jenkins (his back turned to the camera) hands a diploma to a graduating student (both are wearing blue commencement gowns)]  Centers and Institutes
 Keough School establishes two new doctoral programs


Notre Dame’s Keough School of Global Affairs has established a new doctoral program in sustainable development and a new track within its existing doctoral program in peace studies. The peace studies and sustainable development programs will enable doctoral students in the Keough School to examine from different perspectives the intersection of poverty, the environment, violent conflict and peace. Both programs will enroll students beginning in fall 2025.

Read Article 
 




 Community News
 Hesburgh Libraries acquires complete digital archive of South Bend Tribune


Researchers at the University of Notre Dame now have complete online access to more than 150 years of South Bend history, thanks to a recent acquisition by the Hesburgh Libraries.

Read Article 
 




 Research
 Sunrise to sunset, new window coating blocks heat — not view


Windows welcome light into interior spaces, but they also bring in unwanted heat. A new window coating blocks heat-generating ultraviolet and infrared light and lets through visible light, regardless of the sun’s angle. The coating can be incorporated onto existing windows or automobiles and can reduce air-conditioning cooling costs by more than one-third in hot climates.

Read Article 
 








University Stories

Notre Dame In Focus

View all stories 




[image: A student glances into the distance while she writes in her notebook.] 


Colleges and School

Rising from the ashes


Notre Dame architecture students get a behind-the-scenes look at the restoration of Cathedral of Notre-Dame
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University

The new Arts Gateway:
Raclin Murphy Museum of Art

To blend past and present, art and teaching, step inside to see the sights and hear the sounds of the Raclin Murphy Museum of Art, now open to the public.






[image: A student using a wheelchair rides down the sidewalk between two people, one who is carrying crutches.] 


Colleges and Schools

Accessibility awareness

Architecture students learn equitable design











[image: Father John Jenkins speaking with a group of five students on a sidewalk near a dorm] 



“The world needs a university that graduates men and women who are not only capable and knowledgeable, but who accept their responsibility to serve others – especially those in greatest need.”

— Rev. John I. Jenkins, C.S.C.






University Events

Notre Dame In Motion

View all events 



 Apr
 4
 

 

The 26th Annual Dialogues on Nonviolence, Religion and Peace 

  Thu, Apr 4 at 11:00 am


 
 


 Apr
 5
 

 

Signs of the Times Discussion Series: "Diversity & Inclusion in South Bend"

  Fri, Apr 5 at 12:00 pm


 
 


 Apr
 6
 

 

Dolan Seminar/Book Discussion: Stephen Bullivant’s "Nonverts: The Making of Ex-Christian America"

  Sat, Apr 6 at 9:00 am


 
 


 Apr
 9
 

 

Conversation — "The Rwanda Genocide, 30 Years Later: Memory, Healing and Reconstruction"

  Tue, Apr 9 at 4:00 pm
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